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Abstract. Resective surgery may be curative for drug-resistant focal
epilepsy, but only 40% to 70% of patients achieve seizure freedom after
surgery. Retrospective quantitative analysis could elucidate patterns in
resected structures and patient outcomes to improve resective surgery.
However, the resection cavity must first be segmented on the postoper-
ative MR image. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the state-
of-the-art image segmentation technique, but require large amounts of
annotated data for training. Annotation of medical images is a time-
consuming process requiring highly-trained raters, and often suffering
from high inter-rater variability. Self-supervised learning can be used to
generate training instances from unlabeled data. We developed an algo-
rithm to simulate resections on preoperative MR images. We curated a
new dataset, EPISURG, comprising 431 postoperative and 269 preoper-
ative MR images from 431 patients who underwent resective surgery. In
addition to EPISURG, we used three public datasets comprising 1813
preoperative MR images for training. We trained a 3D CNN on artifi-
cially resected images created on the fly during training, using images
from 1) EPISURG, 2) public datasets and 3) both. To evaluate trained
models, we calculate Dice score (DSC) between model segmentations and
200 manual annotations performed by three human raters. The model
trained on data with manual annotations obtained a median (interquar-
tile range) DSC of 65.3 (30.6). The DSC of our best-performing model,
trained with no manual annotations, is 81.7 (14.2). For comparison, inter-
rater agreement between human annotators was 84.0 (9.9). We demon-
strate a training method for CNNs using simulated resection cavities that
can accurately segment real resection cavities, without manual annota-
tions.
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1 Introduction

Only 40% to 70% of patients with refractory focal epilepsy are seizure-free after
resective surgery [12]. Retrospective studies relating clinical features and resected
brain structures (such as amygdala or hippocampus) to surgical outcome may
provide useful insight to identify and guide resection of the epileptogenic zone.
To identify resected structures, first, the resection cavity must be segmented on
the postoperative MR image. Then, a preoperative image with a corresponding
brain parcellation can be registered to the postoperative MR image to identify
resected structures.

In the context of brain resection, the cavity fills with cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) after surgery [26]. This causes an inherent uncertainty in resection cavity
delineation when adjacent to sulci, ventricles, arachnoid cysts or oedemas, as
there is no intensity gradient separating the structures. Moreover, brain shift
can occur during surgery, causing regions outside the cavity to fill with CSF.

Decision trees have been used for brain cavity segmentation from T2-weighted,
FLAIR, and pre- and post-contrast T1-weighted MRI in the context of glioblas-
toma surgery [16,10]. Relatedly, some methods have simulated or segmented
brain lesions to improve non-linear registration with missing correspondences.
Brett et al. [1] propagated lesions manually segmented from pathological brain
images to structurally normal brain images by registering images to a common
template space. Removing the lesion from consideration when computing the
similarity metric improved non-linear registration. Methods to directly compute
missing correspondences during registration, which can give an estimate of the
resection cavity, have been proposed [5,3,7]. Pezeshk et al. [21] trained a series
of machine learning classifiers to detect lesions in chest CT scans. The dataset
was augmented by propagating lesions from pathological lungs to healthy lung
tissue, using Poisson blending. This data augmentation technique improved clas-
sification results for all machine learning techniques considered.

In traditional machine learning, data is represented by hand-crafted features
which may not be optimal. In contrast, deep learning, which has been success-
fully applied to brain image segmentation [13,15], implicitly computes a problem-
specific feature representation. However, deep learning techniques rely on large
annotated datasets for training. Annotated medical imaging datasets are often
small due to the financial and time burden annotating the data, and the need
for highly-trained raters. Self-supervised learning generates training instances
using unlabeled data from a source domain to learn features that can be trans-
ferred to a target domain [11]. Semi-supervised learning uses labeled as well as
unlabeled data to train models [8]. These techniques can be used to leverage un-
labeled medical imaging data to improve training in instances where acquiring
annotations is time-consuming or costly.

We present a fully-automatic algorithm to simulate resection cavities from
preoperative T1-weighted MR images, applied to self-supervised learning for
brain resection cavity segmentation. We validate this approach by comparing
models trained with and without manual annotations, using 200 annotations
from three human raters on 133 postoperative MR images with lobectomy or
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lesionectomy (133 annotations to test models performance and 67 annotations
to assess inter-rater variability).

2 Methods

2.1 Resection Simulation

We generate automatically a training instance (XR,YR) representing a resected
brain XR and its corresponding cavity segmentation YR from a preoperative
image X using the following approach.

Resection Label A geodesic polyhedron with frequency f is generated by
subdividing the edges of an icosahedron f times and projecting each vertex onto
a parametric sphere with unit radius. This polyhedron models a spherical surface
S = {V, F} with vertices V =

{
vi ∈ R3

}nV

i=1
and faces F = {fk}nF

k=1. Each face

fk = {ik1 , ik2 , ik3} is defined as a sequence of three non-repeated vertex indices.
S is perturbed with simplex noise [20], a smooth noise generated by inter-

polating pseudorandom gradients defined on a multidimensional simplicial grid.
Simplex noise was selected as it is often used to simulate natural-looking textures
or terrains. The noise at point p ∈ R3 is computed as a weighted sum of the
noise contribution of ω different octaves, with weights γn−1 : n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ω}
controlled by the persistence parameter γ. The displacement δ : R3 → [−1, 1] is
proportional to the noise function φ : R3 → [0, 1]:

δ(p) = 2φ

(
p+ µ

ζ
, ω, γ

)
− 1 (1)

where ζ is a scaling parameter to control smoothness and µ is a shifting param-
eter that adds stochasticity (equivalent to a random number generator seed).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1. Resection simulation. (a) Sphere surface mesh before (S, green) and after (Sδ,
magenta) perturbation. S and Sδ (top); intersection of S and Sδ with a plane of the
simplex noise volume, generated only for visualization purposes, with values between
−1 (blue) and 1 (red). Radial displacement is proportional to the noise at each ver-
tex vi ∈ V (b) Transformed mesh SE (c) Resectable hemisphere mask MR (d) Simu-
lated resection label YR (e) Simulated resected image XR (f) Original image X.
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Each vertex vi ∈ V is displaced radially by:

vδi = vi + δ(vi)
−→vi
‖−→vi‖

, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nV } (2)

to create a perturbed sphere Sδ = {Vδ, F} with vertices Vδ = {vδi}nV

i=1 (Fig. 1a).

A series of transforms is applied to Sδ to modify its volume, shape and posi-
tion. Let TT (p), TS(s) and TR(θ) be translation, scaling and rotation transforms.

Perturbing vi ∈ V shifts the centroid of Sδ off the origin. Sδ is recen-
tered at the origin by applying the translation TT (−c) to each vertex, where
c = 1

nV

∑nV

i=1 vδi is the centroid of Sδ.

Random rotations around each axis are applied to Sδ with the rotation matrix
TR(θr) = Rx(θx) ◦Ry(θy) ◦Rz(θz), where ◦ indicates a transform composition,
Ri(θi) is a rotation of θi radians around axis i, and θi ∼ U(0, 2π).

A scaling transform TS(r) is applied to Sδ, where (r1, r2, r3) = r are the
semi-axes of an ellipsoid with volume v modeling the cavity shape. The semi-
axes are computed as r1 = r, r2 = λr and r3 = r/λ, where r = (3v/4)1/3 and λ
controls the semi-axes length ratios.

Sδ is translated such that it is centered at a voxel in the cortical gray matter
as follows. A T1-weighted MR image is defined as IMRI : Ω → R, where Ω ∈ R3.
A full brain parcellation G : Ω → Z is generated for IMRI using geodesical
information flows [2], where Z is the set of segmented brain structures. A cortical
gray matter maskMh

GM : Ω → {0, 1} of hemisphere h is extracted fromG, where
h is randomly chosen from H = {left, right} with equal probability. A random
gray matter voxel g ∈ Ω is selected such that MGMh

(g) = 1.

The transforms are composed as TE = TT (g) ◦ TS(r) ◦ TR(θr) ◦ TT (−c) and
applied to Sδ to obtain the resection surface SE = TE ◦ Sδ. A mask
ME : Ω → {0, 1} is generated from SE such that ME(p) = 1 for all p within
the cavity and ME(p) = 0 outside.

If ME is used as the final mask, the resection might span both hemispheres
or include non-realistic tissues such as bone or scalp (Fig. 1b). To eliminate
this unrealistic scenario, a ‘resectable hemisphere mask’ is generated from the
parcellation as MR(p) = 1 if G(p) 6= {MBG,MB ,MC ,MĤ} and 0 otherwise,
where MBG, MB , MC and MĤ are the sets of labels in Z corresponding to the
background, brainstem, cerebellum and contralateral hemisphere, respectively.
MR is smoothed using a series of binary morphological operations (Fig. 1c). The
final resection label used for training is YR(p) = ME(p)MR(p) (Fig. 1d).

Resected Image To mimic partial volume effects near cavity boundaries, a
Gaussian filter is applied to MR(p) to smooth the alpha channel A : Ω → [0, 1],
defined as A(p) = MR(p)∗GN (σ),∀p ∈ Ω, where ∗ is the convolution operator
and GN (σA) is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviations σA = (σx, σy, σz).

To generate a realistic CSF texture, we create a ventricle mask
MV : Ω → {0, 1} from G, such that MV (p) = 1 for all p within the ventricles
and MV (p) = 0 outside. Intensity values within ventricles are assumed to have
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a normal distribution [9] with a mean µCSF and standard deviation σCSF calcu-
lated from voxel intensity values in IMRI(p) : ∀p ∈ Ω,MV (p) = 1. A CSF-like
image ICSF : Ω → R is then generated as ICSF (p) ∼ N (µCSF , σCSF ),∀p ∈ Ω,
and the resected image (Fig. 1e) is the convex combination:

XR(p) = A(p)ICSF (p),+ [1−A(p)] IMRI(p) ∀p ∈ Ω (3)

2.2 Dataset Description

T1-weighted MR images were collected from publicly available datasets Infor-
mation eXtraction from Images (IXI) (566), Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI)(467), and Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS)
(780), for a total of 1813 images. EPISURG was obtained from patients with re-
fractory focal epilepsy who underwent resective surgery at the National Hospital
for Neurology and Neurosurgery (NHNN), London, United Kingdom. This was
an analysis of anonymized data that had been previously acquired as a part of
clinical care, so individual patient consent was not required. In total there were
431 patients with postoperative T1-weighted MR images, 269 of which had a
corresponding preoperative MR image. All images were registered to a common
template space using NiftyReg [17].

Three human raters annotated a subset of the postoperative images in
EPISURG. Rater A segmented the resection cavity in 133 images. These an-
notations were used to test the models. This set was randomly split into 10
subsets, where the distribution of resection types (e.g. temporal, frontal, etc.)
in each subset is similar. To quantify inter-rater variability, Rater B annotated
subsets 1 and 2 (34 images), and Rater C annotated subsets 1 and 3 (33 images).

2.3 Network Architecture and Implementation Details

We used the PyTorch deep learning framework, training with automatic mixed
precision on two 32-GB TESLA V100 GPUs. We implemented a variant of 3D
U-Net [6] using two downsampling and upsampling blocks, trilinear interpolation
for the synthesis path, and 1/4 of the filters for each convolutional layer. This
results in a model with 100 times fewer parameters than the original 3D U-Net,
reducing overfitting and computational burden. We used dilated convolutions [4],
starting with a dilation factor of one, then increased or decreased in steps of one
after each downsampling or upsampling block, respectively. Batch normalization
and PReLU activation functions followed each convolutional layer. Finally, a
dropout layer with probability 0.5 was added before the output classifier . We
used an Adam optimizer [14] with an initial learning rate of 10−3 and weight
decay of 10−5. Training occurred for 60 epochs, and the learning rate was divided
by 10 every 20 epochs. A batch size of 8 (4 per GPU) was used for training. 90%
of the images were used for training and 10% for validation.

We wrote and used TorchIO [19] to process volumes on the fly during training.
The preprocessing and random augmentation transforms used were 1) simulated
resection (see Section 2.1), 2) MRI k-space motion artifact [23], 3) histogram
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standardization [18], 4) MRI bias field artifact [25], 5) normalization to zero-
mean and unit variance of the foreground voxels, computed using the intensity
mean as a threshold [18], 6) Gaussian noise, 7) flipping in the left-right direction,
8) scaling and rotation, and 9) B-spline elastic deformation. The resection sim-
ulation was implemented as a TorchIO [19] transform and the code is available
online5.

The following parameters were used to generate simulated resections (see
Section 2.1): f = 16, ω = 4, γ = 0.5, ζ = 3, µ ∼ U(0, 1000), λ ∼ U(1, 2), and
σA ∼ U(0.5, 1). The ellipsoid volume v is sampled from volumes of manually
segmented cavities from Rater A (see Section 2.2).

3 Experiments and Results

We trained models with seven different dataset configurations to assess how sim-
ulated resection cavities impact model accuracy a) using datasets of similar size
and scanner, b) using datasets of similar size and different scanner, c) using much
larger datasets (10× increase) and d) combined with semi-supervised learning.

All overlap measurements are expressed as ‘median (interquartile range)’
Dice score (DSC) with respect to the 133 annotations obtained from Rater A.
Quantitative results are shown in Fig. 2.

Differences in model performance were analyzed by a one-tailed
Mann-Whitney U test with a significance threshold of α = 0.05, with Bonferroni

correction for the seven experiments evaluated
(

α
7×(7−1) ≈ 0.002

)
.

5 https://github.com/fepegar/resector

EpiPost* (133)
EpiPre (261)

PubSmall (261)
PubFull (1813)

PubMed + EpiPre (1813)
PubFull + EpiPre (2074)

PubFull + EpiPre + Pseudo (2371)
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Fig. 2. DSC values between manual annotations from Rater A and segmentations for
models. Values in brackets indicate number of training subjects. Note that only the
first model was trained with manual annotations. EpiPost : postoperative images in
EPISURG with manual annotations (the asterisk * indicates fully supervised training
with 10-fold cross-validation); EpiPre: preoperative images from subjects not contained
in EpiPost); PubFull : public datasets; PubSmall, PubMed : subsets of PubFull ; Pseudo:
pseudo-labeled postoperative images in EPISURG.

https://github.com/fepegar/resector
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Manual labels from Rater A (green) and Rater D, the model trained with
PubFull + EpiPre + Pseudo (magenta). Errors caused by a (a) small resection, (b)
blood clot in cavity and (c) brain shift; segmentations corresponding to the (d) 50th,
(e) 75th and (f) 100th percentiles giving a DSC of 81.7, 86.5 and 93.8, respectively.

3.1 Small Datasets

We trained and tested on the 133 images annotated by Rater A, using 10-fold
cross-validation, obtaining a DSC of 65.3 (30.6). We refer to this dataset as Epi-
Post. For all other models, we use data without manual annotations for training
and EpiPost for testing.

EpiPre comprised 261 preoperative MR images from patients scanned at
NHNN who underwent epilepsy surgery but are not in EpiPost. The model
trained with EpiPre gave a DSC of 61.6 (36.6), which was not significantly
different compared to training with EpiPost (p = 0.216).

We trained a model using PubSmall, i.e. 261 images randomly chosen from
the publicly available datasets. This model had a DSC of 69.5 (27.0).

Although there was a moderate increase in DSC, training with either EpiPre
or PubSmall was not significantly superior compared to EpiPost after Bonferroni
correction (p = 0.009 and p = 0.035, respectively).

3.2 Large Datasets

We trained a model using the full public dataset (PubFull, 1813 images), obtain-
ing a DSC of 79.6 (17.3), which was significantly superior to PubSmall (p ≈ 10−8)
and EpiPost (p ≈ 10−13). Adding EpiPre to PubFull for training did not signif-
icantly increase performance (p = 0.173), with a DSC of 80.5 (16.1).

For an additional training dataset, we created the PubMed dataset by replac-
ing 261 images in PubFull with EpiPre. Training with PubMed + EpiPre was
not significantly different compared to training with PubFull (p = 0.378), with
a DSC of 79.8 (17.1).

3.3 Semi-supervised Learning

We evaluated the ability of semi-supervised learning to improve model perfor-
mance by generating pseudo-labels for all unlabeled postoperative images in
EPISURG (297). Pseudo-labels were generated by inferring the resection cav-
ity label using the model trained on PubFull and EpiPre. The pseudo-labels
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A B C D
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AB
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CD
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84.7 84.2
86.7 86.2

Median Dice with respect to consensus

B C D
Rater 2

A
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C
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r 1
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83.4 80.4
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Median inter-rater Dice

80.0
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Fig. 4. Left: median DSC between segmentations by a rater and consensuses from two
other raters; right: median DSC between each rater segmentations. Rater D corresponds
to the model trained with PubFull, EpiPre and Pseudo.

and corresponding postoperative images were combined to create the Pseudo
dataset.

We trained a model using PubFull, EpiPre and Pseudo (2371 images), obtain-
ing a DSC of 81.7 (14.2). Adding the pseudo-labels to PubFull and EpiPre did not
significantly improve performance (p = 0.176), indicating our semi-supervised
learning approach provided no advantage. Predictions from this model are shown
in Fig. 3.

3.4 Comparison to Inter-Rater Performance

We computed pairwise inter-rater agreement between the three human raters
and the best performing model (trained with PubFull + EpiPre + Pseudo) as
Rater D.

We computed consensus annotations between all pairs of raters using shape-
based averaging [22]. DSCs between the segmentations from each rater and the
consensuses generated by the other raters are reported in Fig. 4.

4 Discussion

We developed a method to simulate resection cavities on preoperative
T1-weighted MR images and performed extensive validation using datasets of
different provenance and size. Our results demonstrate that, when the dataset
is of a sufficient size, simulating resection from unlabeled data can provide more
accurate segmentations compared to a smaller manually annotated dataset. We
found that the most important factor for convolutional neural network (CNN)
performance is using a training dataset of sufficient size (in this example, 1800+
samples). The inclusion of training samples from the same scanner or with
pseudo-labels only marginally improved the model performance. However, we did
not post-process the automatically-generated pseudo-labels, nor did we exclude
predictions with higher uncertainty. Further improvements may be obtained by
using more advanced semi-supervised learning techniques to appropriately select
pseudo-labels to use for training.
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Predictions errors are mostly due to 1) resection of size comparable to sulci
(Fig. 6a), 2) unanticipated intensities, such as those caused by the presence of
blood clots in the cavity (Fig. 6b), 3) brain shift (Fig. 6c) and 4) white matter
hypointensities (Fig. 6e). Further work will involve using different internal and
external cavity textures, carefully sampling the resection volume, simulating
brain shift using biomechanical models, and quantifying epistemic and aleatoric
segmentation uncertainty to better assess model performance [24].

The model has a lower inter-rater agreement score compared to between-
human agreement values, however, this is well within the interquartile range of
all the agreement values computed (Fig. 4). EPISURG will be made available,
so that it may be used as a benchmark dataset for brain cavity segmentation.
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Table 1. Datasets used for training. NHNN refers to National Hospital for Neurology
and Neurosurgery. See Section 2.2 for more information about data provenance.

Name Subjects Source Type Annotations

EpiPost 133 NHNN Postoperative Yes
EpiPre 261 NHNN Preoperative No
Pseudo 297 NHNN Postoperative No

PubSmall 261 Public Preoperative No
PubMed 1552 Public Preoperative No
PubFull 1813 Public Preoperative No

Table 2. DSC values between manual annotations from Rater A and models segmen-
tations, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that only the first model was trained with man-
ual annotations. EpiPost : postoperative scans in EPISURG with manual annotations
(* indicates fully-supervised training with 10-fold cross-validation); EpiPre: preopera-
tive scans from subjects not contained in EpiPost); PubFull : public datasets; PubSmall,
PubMed : subsets of PubFull ; Pseudo: pseudo-labeled postoperative scans in EPISURG.

Training dataset Subjects Annotations Dice score

EpiPost* 133 Yes 65.3 (30.6)
EpiPre 261 No 61.6 (36.6)

PubSmall 261 No 69.5 (27.0)
PubFull 1813 No 79.6 (17.3)

PubMed + EpiPre 1813 No 79.8 (17.1)
PubFull + EpiPre 2074 No 80.5 (16.1)

PubFull + EpiPre + Pseudo 2371 No 81.7 (14.2)

Fig. 5. Resection simulations XR generated using our method.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 6. Examples of challenging images for cavity segmentation. (a) Small frontal le-
sionectomy surrounded by hypointense white matter (b) Brain shift after contralateral
temporal lobectomy (not shown) (c) Small frontal lesionectomy near the Sylvian fissure
(d) Lack of boundaries between oedema and resection cavity (e) Possible blood clot
within the cavity (f) Brain shift, oedema and resection cavity (g) Arachnoid cyst and
resection cavity (h) Cerebellar degeneration. Green annotations represent areas that
correspond to resection cavities; red annotations represent areas that do not.
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